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A Note to Parents 
 

This book assumes that either the child has completed Learn to Read, Write and 
Spell books 3 and 4 or that they understand the following sounds and can easily 
read the passages printed underneath. 
 
Sounds 
th, ng, sh, wh, ee , ar, oa, multiple a (6 sounds), silent b, multiple e (3 sounds), 
multiple h, multiple i (3 sounds), multiple y (3 sounds), multiple o (4 sounds), oo, 
multiple u (2 sounds), other sounds of x, kn, wr, multiple ch (3 sounds), multiple 
sounds of c, multiple sounds of g, ck, dge, tch, multiple ed sound (4 sounds), or. 
 
Reading passage 
The storm had knocked over some of 
the plants. Mother worked in the 
garden replanting them. She had to 
be quick before the plants died. 
 
Dot had to be watched all the time. 
The toddler got into everything. She 
put on the hats. She pulled over the 
boxes. She grabbed a fork from the 
table. She even ran off with Ted’s socks. 
 
If your child does not know all the sounds or is unable to read the passages use 
Learn to Read, Write and Spell 3 and 4 before beginning Successful Spelling 1. 
 
The spelling words in this book have been grouped together in “families” to 
make it easier for the child to learn and to reinforce the phonics sounds the child 
has already learnt. Each unit is designed as a week’s work, however if your child 
can already spell the words you can move on more quickly. Alternatively if your 
child finds one unit too much you can complete it over a two week period. It is 
important that the child completes all the exercises so that he/she understands 
not only how to spell a word but when to use it. 
 
Each day the child should: 
 
A.  Look at the list words. 
B.  Say the word. 
C.  Sound them, e.g. th— at says that; sh—ip says ship. 
D.  Read the words again. This is part of the process of sounding them. 
E.  Write the words. 
 
By doing this the child will always have the correct spelling in front of them. 
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Never use the method where the child looks at the word, says the word and 
then covers and writes it. This method is rarely successful. Too often children spell 
the word incorrectly time and time again. Spelling is never a guessing game. 
 
It is essential that children learn to spell well. To do so they must have mastered 
the phonics sounds and have a logical spelling programme that reinforces the 
sounds that they have learnt. Without either of these tools a child will struggle all 
their adult life. Spelling checkers on computers are useful tools, but they are 
simply that. They will only pick up some of the mistakes. For example: I will knot 
come home with you today. In this context “knot” is spelt incorrectly. The word 
“not” should have been used. The spelling checker did not pick up the mistake 
because the word “knot” is a word and it was spelt correctly. 
 
Parents should read the instructions to the child and make sure they understand 
what to do. Some of the concepts that the child will deal with are complex and 
the wording of the instructions have been simplified for them. At these times the 
correct term may be written in brackets for your information. The child is not 
required to know the term at this stage. 
 
Revision has been included every fifth unit along with simple dictation. The 
dictation is optional. You may wish to dictate only one short passage a day 
because of the child’s age. Little hands get tired very quickly. The child will only 
just be beginning to learn punctuation so at this grade correct but do not 
penalize for punctuation mistakes. 
 
Rules are reinforced along with the exercises. Children need both practice and 
repetition in rules before they become automatic. 
 
Test spelling words at the end of each week. Add any misspelt words to the next 
spelling list. 
 
Make sure that the child understands the meanings of all words e.g. tax money 
taken by the Government to help run the country. Some exercises have been 
provided which help children understand definitions. The most common 
definition hasn’t always been chosen to enable a child to understand that 
sometimes a word has more than one meaning. “The Australian Primary 
Dictionary”, Third Edition, published by Oxford Press was used for these 
definitions. 
 
There will eventually be ten books in the series. Spelling will progress logically 
from year to year and spelling rules will be included where appropriate. These 
books will also extend the student’s vocabulary and help him know where to 
use the word appropriately. 
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Unit 1     th  words 
 
Look at the words. Say the words. Sound the words. 
Read the words. Write the words three times each day. 
 

than            that          the                 there             their 
 
then            them        thin                 thirty              bath 
 
both            cloth        clothes          maths            with 
 

A.  Write a word from the word list under the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  1. __ __ __ __ __ __ __      2. __ __ __ __  3. __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 
B.  Some words sound the same but are spelt differently and mean 

different things e.g. there and their. 
 

Read the definition of “there” and “their”. Write the correct word 
next to the definition. 
 
1.  belonging to                          __ __ __ __ __ 
 
2.  in or at that place                  __ __ __ __ __ 

 
C.  Fill in the spaces to make list words. 

 
1.  th __                  2.  th __ n                  3.  tha __ 
 
4.  bo __ __            5.  m __ __ __ s         6.  th __ r __ 

30 
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D.  Use words from your word list to complete the sentences. 
 
1.  __ __ __ __ __ __ __  must be folded and put on the 

shelf. 
 
2.  Dan and Bill gave Mum  __ __ __ __ __ maths tests. 
 
3.  Use the  __ __ __ __ __  to wipe the bench. 
 
4.  Come  __ __ __ __  me to the shops, Jan. 
 
5.  __ __ __ __  of you can spell all of these words. 

 
E.  Fill in the space to make another word. The letters must be in the 

correct order for the puzzle to work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F.  For Fun: There are smaller words hidden within these words, e.g. an 

is hidden in than. Can you find them? Some have more than one 
word hidden within them. 
 
1.  clothes    __ __ __     __ __ __     __ __ __    __ __ __ __ 
 
     __ __   2.  there    __ __ __    __ __ __ __    __ __ __  __ __ 

 
3.  maths   __ __  __     __ __ __     __ __ __   __ __ __  __ __ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

t 

__

__ 

e 

n 

t h  

4. 

5. t 

t 

h  

h  

h  

h  

__ 

__ 

__ 

__ 

n 

n 
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Unit 2    more  th  words 
 

Look at the words. Sound the words. Read the words. 
Write the words 3 times each day.  
 

these           those       this            thank             thorn 
 
thing            think         north        brother          moth 
 
mother        other        path         thirsty             thick 

 
A.  Meanings. Find a list word that fits each meaning. 
 

 
1.  show gratitude                  __ __ __ __ __ 
 
2.  wanting a drink                __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 
3.  to use your mind               __ __ __ __ __ 
 
4.  opposite of sister              __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 
5.  narrow track for walking __ __ __ __ 
 

B.  Use words from your word list to complete the sentences. 
 

 
1.  __ __ __ __ __ are my clothes. 
 
2.  This pen makes a  __ __ __ __ __  line. 
 
3.  The  rose stem has many  __ __ __ __ __ s. 
 
4.  Jane and I walked up the  __ __ __ __ to the dam. 
 
5.  Peter  is one of my  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ s and my  
 

__ __ __ __ __ __’s son. 
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C.  Write a word from the word list under the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1.  __ __ __ __ __ __ __   2.  __ __ __ __     3.  __ __ __ __ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  4. __ __ __ __ __    5 . __ __ __ __ __ __    6. __ __ __ __ __ 
 
D.  Unscramble the words. Use the definition to help you find a word in 

the word list that fits. 
 

1.  (rthoe)   not the same one                  __ __ __ __ __ 
 

2. (tnroh)  direction; opposite of south   __ __ __ __ __ 
 
3.  (shti)  the one here                               __ __ __ __ 
 
4. (takhn) to tell someone you are grateful 
 

                                                                      __ __ __ __ __ 
 

E.  For Fun: There are smaller words hidden within these words, 
e.g., the is hidden in these. Can you find them? 
 

 

mother    __ __ __ __ __    __ __ __ __    __ __ __    __ __ 
 

__ __ __    __ __ __    __ __ __    __ __    __    __ __ __ __ 

? 
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Answers for Successful Spelling 1 
Page 4 Unit 1 
A.  Correct word for picture 
     1.  clothes  2.  bath   3.  thirty 
 
B.  There or their 
     1.  their       2.  there 
 
C.  Missing list words 
     1.  the         2.  thin or then 
     3.  that or than 
     4.  both       5. maths  6.  there 
 
Page 5 
D.  Correct word 
     1.  Clothes  2.  their    3.  cloth 
     4.  with        5.  Both 
 
E.  Make another word. 
     1.  the         2.  them  3.  then 
     4.  Than      5.  thin 
     (3, 4 and 5 may appear in any order) 
 
F.  Smaller words 
     1.  cloth, slot, he, lot, set (any order) 
     2.  the, her, here, he (any order) 
     3.  mat, has, ham, as, sat (any order) 
 
Page 6 Unit 2 
A.  Meanings 
     1.  thanks    2.  thirsty  3.  think 
     4.  brother  5.  path 
 
B.  Correct word 
     1.  These     2. thick    3.  Thorns 
     4.  Path       5. brother   mother’s 
 
Page 7 
C.  Correct word for picture 
     1.  brother  2.  moth       3.  path 
     4.  thorn      5.  mother    6.  think 
 
D.  Definitions 
     1.  other   2.  north    3.  this   4.  thank 
 
E.  Hidden words 
     other, mother, her, Tom, met,  
rot, hot, me, moth (any order) 

Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Past tense 
      1.  sang      2.  rang 
      3.  hung (meat is hung) 
 
B.  Definition 
1.  rung            2.  long    3. spring 
 
Page 9 
C.  Correct word for picture 
      1.  ring        2.  wing    3.  bang 
      4.  string     5.  king     6.  rung 
 
D.  Correct word 
      1.  sing       2.  long    3.  along 
      4.  swing    5.  strong 
 
E.  Rule 
      1.  king    2.  long    3.  wing   4.  rung 
      5.  spring 6.  sing or sang 
      7.  hang or hung     8.  bang 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Correct word for picture 
      1.  shell       2.  ship     3.  shop 
      4.  shirt        5.  shark   6.  shelf 
 
B.  Adding “ed” or “ing” 
      1.  sheltered  sheltering 
      2.  shaped     shaping 
      3.  shelled      shelling 
 
Page 11 
C.  Definition 
      1.  shark     2. shed      3.  shall 
      4.  shop      5. shut 
 
D.  Correct word 
      1.  shade   2.  shake           3.  shape 
      4.  share     5.  She  shell     6.  Shine 
 
E.  Double l 
      1.  shell   shall (any order) 

N.B. In shall the word is pronounced 
with a short a rather than an all 
sound. 
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     4.  thorn      5.  mother    6.  think 
 
D.  Definitions 
     1.  other   2.  north    3.  this   4.  thank 
 
E.  Hidden words 
     other, mother, her, Tom, met,  
rot, hot, me, moth (any order) 

Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Past tense 
      1.  sang      2.  rang 
      3.  hung (meat is hung) 
 
B.  Definition 
1.  rung            2.  long    3. spring 
 
Page 9 
C.  Correct word for picture 
      1.  ring        2.  wing    3.  bang 
      4.  string     5.  king     6.  rung 
 
D.  Correct word 
      1.  sing       2.  long    3.  along 
      4.  swing    5.  strong 
 
E.  Rule 
      1.  king    2.  long    3.  wing   4.  rung 
      5.  spring 6.  sing or sang 
      7.  hang or hung     8.  bang 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Correct word for picture 
      1.  shell       2.  ship     3.  shop 
      4.  shirt        5.  shark   6.  shelf 
 
B.  Adding “ed” or “ing” 
      1.  sheltered  sheltering 
      2.  shaped     shaping 
      3.  shelled      shelling 
 
Page 11 
C.  Definition 
      1.  shark     2. shed      3.  shall 
      4.  shop      5. shut 
 
D.  Correct word 
      1.  shade   2.  shake           3.  shape 
      4.  share     5.  She  shell     6.  Shine 
 
E.  Double l 
      1.  shell   shall (any order) 

N.B. In shall the word is pronounced 
with a short a rather than an all 
sound. 
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